
 

One World Universe Inc Announces End of the Year Shareholder Letter 

Date: December 31, 2021  

Dear Shareholders,            

For many of our shareholders, 2021 has been a magical year and our management team truly 
appreciates the faith you’ve had in our team as we rolled out our vision for One World Universe. As our 
CEO mentioned in an earlier interview, he likes to work backwards, a mindset of if you can dream it, then 
you’ve already done it, and the key is working backward from your dream point to where you are now. 

Our CEO’s vision is too large to comprehend at the moment, but his intentions are to create One World, a 
better world, a kinder world, where if everyone did just a little to help their neighbor or those less 
fortunate, the world would definitely be a better place.  

Earlier this year, One World Universe’s identity and vision, like many others, were slowed down by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. It slowed down our plan of action by at least 6 months’ time, but that is history as 
we are in full motion, focused and moving forward full steam ahead. We remind shareholders that are 
new that we took on this vehicle with 161M Outstanding and 200M Authorized and have always looked 
after the shareholder by attempting to eliminate the convertible debt early on and choosing not to do a 
reverse split. This offered very little wiggle room to build a business, at least through the share equity 
aspect. Management moved forward and gifted the company $1.5 million to assist in building out a true 
diversified holdings company and allow our CEO to add assets or “puzzle pieces” that will further support 
our company's vision. 

By September of 2021, One World Universe was currently working on multiple projects simultaneously in 
attempts to provide value with both near- and long-term potential and sustainability. Our security 
company was developed.   

 

Global Security Transport Corporation (GSTC) may become our second asset to eventually publicly trade 
under its own ticker symbol.  If older shareholders recall, J. Craig Holding Corp., OWUV’s parent 



company, reverse merged into Ultra Pure Water Technologies last year and successfully designated its 
subsidiary One World Universe Inc. as a publicly trading entity. Global Security Transport will be funded 
internally with non-dilutive capital.  Once we are ready to spin-off GSTC into its own public vehicle, the 
company may elect to hold the majority controlling share interest as an asset of One World Universe or 
potentially give shareholders of record a piece of GSTC in the form of a dividend. 

Global Security Transport Corp. will offer a wide variety of security services but will specialize in asset 
transport, training, and loss prevention. The company will work locally, nationally, and internationally 
and is trained and licensed at state and federal levels. This puzzle piece will have greater value when 
deliver our humanitarian efforts internationally when delivering such goods as CBD, medical supplies, 
and purified water.  

 

We helped finance a film project with Nate Boyer, currently titled MVP, has been completed and 
produced by Sly Stallone’s Balboa Productions. The motion picture is about the genesis of the nonprofit 
MVP which Nate Boyer co-founded alongside Jay Glazer. We are looking for the right distributor for the 
project and have had quite a few high-level meetings to date. The movie has been submitted to multiple 
film festivals and we expect to get their feedback shortly. In the interim we are continuing our ongoing 
negotiations for the film’s marketing, distribution, and placement. MVP’s mission is to “Support Our 
Warriors” with the tagline “For Some, the Biggest Battle Begins After the War or the Game is Over.” One 
can read more about this wonderful organization by visiting http://vetsandplayers.org or watching a 
short video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0AP6dWiSzU 

Currently entitled “MVP”, which again stands for Merging Vets & Players, features cameos from NFL 
greats such as Michael Strahan, Howie Long, Tony Gonzalez and a star-studded celebrity cast. The movie 
takes a deeper look into the sensitive subject of suicide, a tragedy that happens way too often amongst 
our military veterans as they transition into society as a civilian. Combat vets and former professional 
athletes often struggle greatly with transition once the uniform comes off. One would never compare 
war to playing a pro sport, but Nate Boyer did both and he could tell you that the locker room, 
camaraderie, brotherhood, structure, and issues with identity loss are remarkably similar.  

One World Universe officially closed on some real estate property in Lawton, Oklahoma on September 
3, 2021.  We are currently making some repairs that will enhance the property to maintain the standards 
required for off-base military housing allowing us to provide alternative off-base housing for our troops 
stationed at Fort Sill. The company anticipates acquiring a portfolio full of properties, managed by JCHC 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=ZZ2KO_010RySsGjjwXqqBAHkgW3Jp4hu8QqLppuivYrBxlkvaYKAnHyzl6cBEAc3pd-kQFC7eJL5acq6x77qWMH3qfBCAreovF5extv2-5A=
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Property Management. The real estate market has shown tremendous strength in 2021 and our plans to 
potentially “flip” or rent properties will give the company additional positive cash flow. 

 

Also back in September, OWUV Management secured the domain name OneWorldMetaverse.com was a 
fun and potentially genius idea that could be expanded upon at a later time as Facebook’s Mark 
Zuckerburg has big plans for the “Metaverse”, so much in fact he changed the name from Facebook to 
Meta. Expanded upon we did.  

We now have a Metaverse arm of the company named Metaverse Holding Corp.  To date we have 
purchased nearly $100k in LAND within the Sandbox Metaverse Game and now are up to 110 virtual real 
estate properties in the UPLAND game. We since have added 3 properties in New Orleans, LA. And an 
additional property in Santa Clara, California. This Metaverse sector has been exploding and has been a 
critical decision by management to get aggressively involved in the space as early as we did.  

Blockchain, cryptocurrency, and the Metaverse have created tremendous opportunities for 
entrepreneurs, digital artists, coding experts and software engineers. NFTs (aka Non-Fungible Tokens) 
fall in a hybrid of all these new technologies that our evolving our way of life and how we do business 
and how we will eventually pay for goods and services. 

 

One World Universe’s Metaverse Holding division has quickly added 4 projects to the mix. This month we 
have announced 2 NFT projects that will launch in early January of 2022. The first announced project, 
OneWorld ALIENS CLUB will be a 10,000 NFT Collection backed by the ETHEREUM Blockchain. The second 
project is SolGORILLAS GANG which will be a 7,777 NFT Collection backed by the SOLANA Blockchain. 
Both projects will use the LaunchMyNFT.com platform and will be supported by its founder who has 15 
million YouTube followers. We have started a DISCORD channel for the NFT and OWUV shareholders 
combined. Investors can join the server at https://discord.gg/7Cj7Ptsf . 
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Today the company invested in 10 Apocalyptic Apes, a derivative collection of the Bored Ape Yacht Club 
and Mutant Ape Yacht Club. We invested in these NFTs as we feel they are the 3rd tier of arguably the 
most popular NFT. The intent of the purchase is that of an investment where we shall hold them in our 
portfolio with hopes of selling them for a profit at a later date. 

The first of our other 2 projects consist of collaborating with a Web 3.0 rights and royalties 
management platform for the creator industry. The terms and conditions will be disclosed soon. The 
platform will be a part of the company’s newly formed subsidiary Meta Universe Holding Corp. The 
platform will provide all creators the opportunity to mashup, edit, and remix existing art, music, 
photography, and film to create new works of art and media. Artistic collaborators can distribute their 
new creations for sale to NFT, Web 2.0 marketplaces, galleries, and museums or through the web app. 
Original creators protect their rights and share royalties with any collaborator, editor, or remixer for 
every newly created, derivative work managed through the platform. 

Our 2nd project will be a collaboration with Toronto based virtual experience developer Gabriel Di 
Sante. One World Universe, through its newly formed subsidiary Metaverse Holding Corp., will partner 
with Mr. Di Sante in developing a 3D Virtual Experience for celebrity music artists. They will consist of 
exclusive NFTs, Meet and Greets with the artist and numerous pieces of autographed memorabilia. 
These project events plan to be auctioned through Sotheby’s, one of the world's largest brokers of fine 
and decorative art, jewelry, and collectibles.  

Gabe is a talented celebrity photographer who has developed multiple platforms that enhance one’s 
Virtual Experience in 3D. The future of shopping in the metaverse in 3D versus 2D can be seen 
here: https://my.gabrieldisante.com/tour/odtoronto. An example of what meeting a band in 3D could 
look like: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=ciLEsxtqMyZ… and how both collectors and NFT 
developers can showcase their NFT collections can be seen 
here: https://my.gabrieldisante.com/tour/desoseum. As more and more internet users incorporate using 
VR [Virtual Reality] equipment such as the Oculus, the race for 3D content to satisfy the end user will be 
the ‘make or break’ for the success of the metaverse. We plan on announcing our first celebrity artist any 
day. 

Caren Currier our CFO, has been a “rockstar” working with pubCos and shells, getting the paperwork 
done with state governments, transfer agents, secretary of states, FINRA and bringing them up to speed 
with other regulatory bodies. She even facilitates mergers and acquisitions—thus how we found her and 
had to put her on the payroll! We decided to put her skills to work and make it its own entity. One World 
Universe will act as an incubator and accelerator of public vehicles and will either assist in the reverse 
merger process of the “shells” where Ms. Currier will find a qualified owner for the entity or will simply 
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clean up the vehicle for the current company’s executive officer. One World shall generate revenue 
through charging a flat fee or be delivered share equity in the company as compensation for services 
provided. These shares will be part of a portfolio of stock equity assets generated from both “clean ups” 
and “spin offs” of current subsidiaries in the future. 

The company now owns 3 warehouse buildings which will add $6M USD in property value assets to One 
World Universe. All of the buildings are “free and clear”, have no liens, and the latest asset is located at 
17802 Metzler Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92647. The buildings will bring immediate value, additional 
cash flow into the holding company and will be used for their newly created Medi-Natural Seeds and 
CBD company. 

As mentioned previously, our company has a humanitarian vision to provide additional health care to 
those in need around the world. Being from California, I have been around and a part of the cannabis 
movement and am well aware of the health benefits that CBD can provide for individuals of all ailments 
and ages. The warehouses and the seeds are just a few critical pieces of the puzzle to making these acts 
of kindness happen around the world. Over the last few years, CBD and its related derivatives have 
become a powerful industry with worldwide reaching opportunities. As our shareholders know, We are a 
Company that remains on the forefront of pushing the limits to seize these types of opportunities to 
include in our portfolio. We strongly believe that we will produce both topical and tincture products that 
have been exceptionally sourced for highest quality, tested to foster consumer confidence. These 
products will provide the highest concentrations at a more affordable price so a wider audience can reap 
the benefits both CBD and THC products can offer. Medi-Natural will encompass the brands that will be 
the elite industry standard everyone deserves. 

Medi-Natural will also wholesale seeds through Elev8 Seeds Wholesale, a premier and possibly most 
respected online shopping platform to buy cannabis seeds wholesale. 

 

Last, we announced just yesterday our new Tyreless, Inc., an innovative “tubeless” tire technology 
company. The Tyreless system is “The Evolution of Revolution®” and in fact, Tyreless is Tireless. Tyreless™ 
likely represents the single greatest innovation since the invention of the wheel itself. The greatest 
advantage that Tyreless™ offers over other expensive or labor-intensive solutions, is that Tyreless™ offers 
one solution that fits any diameter rim and any width rim with no tools. It is currently estimated to 
provide at least ten thousand miles of reliable travel before needing replacement, which is between 4 
and 5 times more mileage than the average pneumatic tire, assuming it never gets punctured. In order to 
find an ultra-durable universal tire replacement solution that doesn’t even require tools, we had to 
create something that isn’t even a tire as we know it—a tire made of a patented material that has NO 
TUBE! The Tyreless™ tire system is the first segmented tire replacement system that once locked in place, 
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only comes off when unlocked, and can be created in a full range of road, surface and weather specific 
treads that can be switched in minutes without even taking the wheel off the frame.  

The modern pneumatic tire, from aircraft landing tires down to wheelbarrow tires solve many problems 
as far as shock absorption and surface grip and traction, yet, these marvels of the modern world, 
especially bicycle tires, are incredibly vulnerable to punctures, ruptures and several other related failures. 
And we haven’t even gotten to the practically indestructible tubeless tires like what we now own! Even in 
the developed world, a child’s bike can sit for weeks or months waiting for a patch or replacement but 
imagine living in a place like Africa or India, where doctors and healthcare workers rely on bicycles for 
their sole form of transportation but are so poorly paid that one flat tire can cost a month’s wages, yet 
they can easily get one flat a day. We will be giving these tires to our military all the way to third world 
countries in the new year, along with expanding the material applications for development of sporting 
equipment and self-defense protection. 

As one can see and as promised, we have been very busy the later part of the year and want our 
shareholders to know we will continue to be just as aggressive in the new year where our goal will have 
these entities and assets bring in revenue, so we are self-sufficient. We are cut from a different cloth, 
unconventional and transparent, and is this the new normal or standard for success for the OTC? Who 
knows, but our goal is to not stay on the OTC forever. Big things for One World Universe in 2022. May all 
of you have a blessed and Happy New Year and we truly appreciate your faith, loyalty, and trust in us. 

Sincerely, 

OWUV Management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


